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The Cruise Web Unveils Senior Living at Sea, Unique New Retirement
Alternative

The Cruise Web Inc., a leading independent cruise vacation retailer, recently debuted a new
cruise ship-based retirement program called Senior Living at Sea.

CALVERTON, Md. (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- The Cruise Web recently introduced Senior Living at Sea, a
revolutionary ship-based retirement option. Designed to appeal to active and adventurous retirees, Senior
Living at Sea challenges the traditional concept of land-locked retirement with an exclusive opportunity for
guests – referred to as residents – to make the most of their retirement while cruising around the world.

“I think of this as the ‘anti-retirement retirement’ for those who dread the prospects of a typical plan,” says
Frans Hansen, Founder and President of The Cruise Web. “Senior Living At Sea is perfect for those who want
to reward themselves for a lifetime of hard work, by seeing the world and doing things they’ve never done
before!”

Our carefully crafted 2018/19 Senior Living at Sea season features multiple embarkation points to
accommodate specific retirement timelines, with additional consideration given to guests with specific health
needs, travel goals or land-based obligations. The Cruise Web, together with their preferred cruising partners,
provide Senior Living at Sea residents with everything they need to enjoy a flexible retirement the way each
guest most desires – as active globe-trotting adventure seekers or reserved retirees in search of the perfect
retreat.

Senior Living at Sea bundles the advantages of cruise travel with the pleasures of seeing the world, and tops the
experience off with the peace of mind of a secure retirement. Best of all, this exclusive retirement option offers
a better value compared to typical land-based retirement options (see The Cruise Web’s Senior Living at Sea
Benefit Comparison).

The biggest perk of Senior Living at Sea, however, might be the opportunity to see the world! Senior Living at
Sea residents can explore destinations throughout Asia, Australia, Europe, the Caribbean, Alaska and more – all
without having to suffer through jet lag and constant packing and unpacking. Plus, while residents are
discovering new cultures and creating unforgettable memories in cities around the world, the cruise ship’s
onboard staff are cleaning staterooms, preparing delicious meals and arranging captivating onboard
entertainment.

The Cruise Web’s Senior Living at Sea is available now, featuring an outstanding 2018-2019 itinerary aboard
Holland America Line’s ms Amsterdam. Senior Living Voyages will continue beyond 2019, with more details
being made available as cruise lines announce future itinerary schedules.

“I am thrilled with the outstanding response to our Senior Living at Sea program,” adds Rosalind Smith,
Director of Business Development for Senior Living at Sea. “Our future ‘residents’ are excitedly choosing to
live their retirement, their way with our individually curated packages to accommodate their individual needs
and circumstances.”

To learn more about Senior Living at Sea, call 1-888-250-7803. A Senior Living at Sea expert will work to
understand specific retirement goals, timeline and budget to make the most of retirement at sea!
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About The Cruise Web
The Cruise Web is a travel agency specializing in cruises and has been serving clients worldwide for over 20
years. The company’s expert cruise consultants provide clients with the best vacation value for their time and
money. You can contact The Cruise Web today at 1-800-377-9383 (toll-free) or 1-240-487-0155
(international), and online at CruiseWeb.com.
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Contact Information
Rosalind Smith
The Cruise Web, Inc.
http://cruiseweb.com/
+1 240-487-0155 Ext: 240

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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